Our CX team can, as the internal service provider of contact center services, deliver any requirements within weeks rather than months, thanks to our newly consolidated global service platform.

Marek Klampár, Senior Consultant — Customer Experience, Henkel

Case study

Client profile
Henkel operates worldwide with leading innovations, brands, and technologies in three business areas: adhesive technologies, beauty care, and laundry and home care.

They employ more than 52,000 people globally – a passionate and highly diverse team, united by a strong company culture, a common purpose to create sustainable value for their customers, people and society.

Summary
When Henkel decided to move from hybrid multiple on-premises contact center solutions to a single, cloud offering they partnered with NTT Ltd. to ensure a successful migration to Genesys Cloud Contact Center-as-a-Service.

The contact center cloud solution allowed their more than 400 agents to support customers in more than 60 countries and 40 languages.

Working through COVID-19 lockdowns and travel restrictions, the NTT Ltd. team managed the deployment remotely ensuring that all the relevant training was done, with hardware delivered and configured correctly.

The contact center cloud solution allows them the flexibility to effectively manage their costs and enables them to introduce new digital channels and operational enhancements Henkel’s customers and service teams were waiting for.

Vision
Finding simplicity in the cloud
For Henkel, success is dependent on the ability to provide their customers with access to relevant information. Their three global divisions – adhesive technologies, beauty care, and laundry and home care – provide support in 62 countries and 40 languages.

Their contact centers service three key market segments: consumers, business customers, and people from both segments looking for technical advice.

As part of their globalization strategy, Henkel had been upgrading their current hybrid on-premises solution, but they decided that to best serve their customers, a single, cloud-based solution was needed.

'We had already started to move to a unified platform through our shared services strategy, but the individual business units were still operating in silos, using their own platforms. This made it difficult for the IT team to provide the level of support that the business needed,' says Marek Klampár, Senior Consultant — Customer Experience at Henkel.

As part of their overall migration to the cloud, they needed the flexibility to quickly meet changing market requirements. They decided to standardize on a single global service provider, removing the need to manage multiple contracts and simplifying the overall solution.

Following a comprehensive internal survey, where they identified the specific needs of all parts of the business, they put out an RFP and evaluated the suitability of the proposals against their current and future needs.
Transformation

Delivering a global solution during a pandemic
With the decision to move their contact center to the cloud-based solution finalized at the beginning of 2020, they faced the challenge of navigating COVID-19 travel restrictions.

A solution on this scale would normally require that training and implementation be delivered in person, but this was no longer possible. Together, we created a process to ensure that they were able to complete the migration on time.

Henkel's team overseeing the project operate out of their competency center in Bratislava, Slovakia and they worked with our team in Slovakia to plan the deployment of the solution.

While the system is hosted in the AWS data center in Frankfurt, the hybrid model used by Henkel leverages two call collection points, one in the US and the other in Bratislava.

'When a customer calls us, the call is routed to the appropriate agent, who could be located anywhere in the world,' says Klampár. 'The intelligence in the system enables this routing based on the needs of the client and the availability of resources. With teams in Asia, Europe and North America we’re able to deliver services 24/7.'

The cloud solution allows Henkel to minimize the risk of disruption in the event of any of their key facilities becoming unavailable.

Results

Flexible and agile contact support model
By moving their entire global support operation to a cloud solution Henkel can deliver a consistent level of support to all their customers wherever they are. This enables them to advance their cloud strategy with a platform ready to expand to embrace new ways of interacting with their customers.

Enhanced speed of delivery
With a unified solution, the business can quickly roll out new products and services. ‘In the past, we weren’t able to meet all the requests that the business made. With the single system, we’re able to quickly adapt our processes to deliver the services that the business needs,’ Klámpar says.

Working with the business, they are constantly looking for opportunities to drive new services and enhance the value they get.

Embracing additional channels
As the needs of their users evolve, they can introduce new, digital channels including email, webchat, video and screen sharing. ‘We’re looking at how we can integrate the contact center services into our online store. By doing this we’ll be able to replicate the customer experience that people get in physical stores online, with quick and easy access to knowledgeable customer service representatives.’

Transparent financial model
The move to a consumption-based model allowed the team to maximize the use of their budget, driving greater value from their available resources. With greater visibility into the cost of the solution, they are now able to better plan as well as match the capacity in the system to the needs of the business.

Agility in trying times
The pressure placed on the business during 2020 meant that they needed to react quickly to allow agents to work from home. With agents able to securely access information from anywhere Henkel’s Asia team were able to seamlessly move to a remote working model with no impact on the customer experience, something that wouldn’t have been possible before.